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The Reservoir

by

David Duchovny

(The X-Files, Californication)

A former Wall Street veteran, quarantined by the coronavirus, becomes consumed
with madness—or the fulfillment of his own mythic fate
BOOK DETAILS: 7 June 2022; 128 pages; literary fiction
COMP TITLES: Death in Venice by Thomas Mann; The Plague by Albert Camus,
The New York Trilogy by Paul Auster
LICENSING DEALS: The Reservoir: Hungary; Holy Cow: Bulgarian, Catalan,
Czech, Dutch, UK and Commonwealth, Finnish; French, German, Hungarian, Italian,
Japanese, Norwegian, Brazilian Portuguese, Portugal Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak,
Spanish (Spain only), Turkish; Bucky F*cking Dent: Czech, Dutch, German, Japanese,
Brazilian Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Ukrainian; Miss Subways: Russian,
Ukrainian; Truly Like Lightning: French.

THE RESERVOIR follows an unexceptional man in an exceptional time. We see
our present-day pandemic world and New York City through the eyes of a former
Wall Street veteran, Ridley, as he, in his enforced quarantined solitude, looks
back upon his life. He examines his wins, his failures, the gnawing questions—his
career, his divorce, his estranged daughter—and wonders what it all means and
who he really is. Sitting and brooding night after night, gazing out his huge picture window high above the
Central Park Reservoir, Ridley spots a flashing light in an apartment across the park as if a lonely quarantined
person is signaling him in Morse code. His determination to find out who this mystery woman is, this fellow
quarantine damsel in distress trapped in her own Fifth Avenue tower, leads him on an epic quest that will
ultimately tempt him with either delusional madness or the fulfillment of his own mythic fate.
Is he a dying man going mad or an everyman metamorphosing into a hero? Or both? We accompany Ridley
as he leaves the safety of his apartment window to save the Fifth Avenue femme fatale and descends into a
dangerous, increasingly surreal world of global conspiracies, madness, and sickness of this viral time; beyond
that, into the enduring mysteries of love and fatherhood; and deeper still, into the bedrock mystery of life itself.
As Ridley’s actions grow more and more uncharacteristic, he realizes the key to all the mysteries of now, and
even all of history, seem to lie deep beneath the freezing waters of the reservoir.
The Reservoir is a twisted rom-com for our distanced time, when the merest touch could kill and conspiracy
theories propagate like viruses—a contemporary union of Death in Venice, Rear Window, and The Plague.
DAVID DUCHOVNY is an award-winning actor, writer, director, New York Times bestselling author, and singer-songwriter. With an acting career spanning two decades, Duchovny
is a two-time Golden Globe winner and four-time Emmy nominee. He is a prolific author
whose fourth novel, Truly Like Lightning, was published in February 2021. His previous novels
include the New York Times best seller Holy Cow, Bucky F*cking Dent, and Miss Subways.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
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Nein, Nein, Nein!

One Man’s Tale of Depression, Psychic
Torment, and a Bus Tour of the Holocaust
a memoir by

Jerry Stahl

A guided group tour to concentration camps in Poland and Germany allows Stahl to
confront personal and historical demons with both despair and humor
BOOK DETAILS: 5 July 2022; 264 pages; memoir
COMP TITLES: Permanent Midnight by Jerry Stahl; Man’s Search for Meaning
by Viktor E. Frankl
HIGHLIGHTS: Permanent Midnight was made into a feature film starring Ben Stiller and was
translated into Italian (Baldini & Castoldi) and French (13e Note). 13e Note also published
Bad Sex on Speed and Perv in French; Rivages published Plainclothes Naked; I, Fatty; Pain
Killers; and Happy Mutant Baby Pills in French. Anagrama published I, Fatty in Spanish.

IN SEPTEMBER 2016, JERRY STAHL was feeling nervous on the eve of a twoweek trip across Poland and Germany. But it was not just the stops at Auschwitz,
Buchenwald, and Dachau that gave him anxiety. It was the fact that he would he
would be traveling with two dozen strangers, by bus. In a tour group. And he was
not a tour-group kind of guy.
The decision to visit Holocaust-world did not come easy. Stahl’s lifelong depression
at an all-time high, his career and personal life at an all-time low, he had the idea to go on a trip where the
despair he was feeling—out-of-control sadness, regret, and fear, not just for himself, but for our entire country—
would be appropriate. And where was despair more appropriate than the land of the Six Million?
Seamlessly weaving global and personal history, through the lens of Stahl’s own bent perspective, Nein, Nein,
Nein! stands out as a triumph of strange-o reporting, a tale that takes us from gang polkas to tour-rash to the truly
disturbing snack bar at Auschwitz. Strap in for a raw, surreal, and redemptively hilarious trip. Get on the bus.
JERRY STAHL is the author of ten books, including the best-selling memoir Permanent Midnight and the novels
I, Fatty; Perv; Happy Mutant Baby Pills; and Bad Sex on Speed. His work has appeared in
Vice, Esquire, the Believer, LA Review of Books, and the New York Times, among other places.
He has written extensively for film and television, including HBO’s Hemingway & Gellhorn,
Bad Boys II, and the cult classic Dr. Caligari; series credits include Maron, CSI, and Escape at
Dannemora, for which he received an Emmy nomination. Stahl has taught with the InsideOUT
Writers program for incarcerated youth, edited The Heroin Chronicles for Akashic Books, and
appears in the documentary series San Quentin Film School. He has two daughters, and lives
with artist Zoe Hansen.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
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Junk Science

and the American Criminal Justice System
nonfiction by

M. Chris Fabricant

An insider’s journey into the heart of a broken, racist system of justice and the role junk
science plays in maintaining the status quo
BOOK DETAILS: 5 April 2022; 368 pages; True Crime/Criminal Justice
COMPS: Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson;
The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander; Neflix’s Making a Murderer
HIGHLIGHTS: Not just an American story, Australia, the UK, and other criminal justice
systems have also been grappling for years with the issue of “junk” forensic science being
responsible for convicting innocent people.
The author is featured in the Netflix documentary The Innocence Files and his public
commentary has been published in virtually every major media outlet.

FROM THE POPULAR TV SHOWS CSI TO FORENSIC FILES to the
celebrated reputation of the US Federal Bureau of Investigation crime lab, “forensic
scientists” have long been mythologized in American popular culture as infallible
crime solvers. Judges and juries put their faith in “expert witnesses” and innocent
people have been executed as a result. Innocent people are on death row today,
condemned by junk science.
In 2012, the Innocence Project began searching for prisoners convicted by junk science, and three men, each
convicted of capital murder, became M. Chris Fabricant’s clients. Junk Science and the American Criminal
Justice System chronicles the fights to overturn their wrongful convictions and to end the use of the “science”
that destroyed their lives. Weaving together courtroom battles from Mississippi to Texas to New York City,
Fabricant takes the reader on a journey into the heart of a broken, racist system of justice and the role forensic
science plays in maintaining the status quo.
At turns gripping, enraging, and moving, Junk Science is a meticulously researched insider’s perspective of
the American criminal justice system. Previously untold stories of wrongful executions, corrupt prosecutors, and
quackery masquerading as science animate Fabricant’s astonishing true-crime narrative.
M. CHRIS FABRICANT is the Innocence Project’s Director of Strategic Litigation and one of
the nation’s leading experts on forensic sciences and the criminal justice system. Fabricant is
featured in the Netflix documentary The Innocence Files and his public commentary has been
published in virtually every major media outlet. A former public defender and clinical law
professor, Fabricant brings to his writing over two decades of experience ranging from litigating
death penalty cases in the Deep South to misdemeanors in the South Bronx. Born in New York
City and raised in Sedona, Arizona, Fabricant has lived in Brooklyn since graduating from
George Washington University Law School in 1997.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
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Unstrung

Rants and Stories of a Noise Guitarist
stories

&

essays by

Marc Ribot

Iconoclastic guitar player Marc Ribot offers up essays and
stories in this darkly funny and subversive debut collection
BOOK DETAILS: 3 August 2021, 216 pages; essays/short stories/music
COMP TITLES: Year of the Monkey by Patti Smith; Face It by Debbie Harry; Girl
in a Band by Kim Gordon; Censorship Now!! by Ian F. Svenonius
HIGHLIGHTS: Unstrung has been licensed to Italy & Le Monde diplomatique
has licensed one story for translation into French! Marc Ribot has released
twenty-five albums under his own name over a forty-year career, and has collaborated
with numerous musicians, including: Elton John and Leon Russell, Robert Plant
and Alison Krauss, Tom Waits, Elvis Costello, Norah Jones, John Mellencamp, Neko Case, Solomon Burke, John Lurie’s Lounge Lizards, Marianne
Faithfull, Joe Henry, Allen Toussaint, Medeski, Martin & Wood, and Caetano
Veloso. Ribot has toured worldwide both as a solo artist and with other musicians.

“Unstrung has all the honesty, original angles, beauty, and clangor found in Marc Ribot’s playing . . . Like life
itself, this book is bloody, funny, and bloody funny.” —Elvis Costello, musician
THROUGHOUT HIS GENRE-DEFYING CAREER as one of the most innovative musicians of our time,
iconoclastic guitar player Marc Ribot has consistently defied expectation at every turn. Here, in his first
collection of writing, we see that same uncompromising sensibility at work as he playfully interrogates our
assumptions about music, life, and death. Through essays, short stories, and the occasional unfilmable film
“mistreatment,” Unstrung captures an artist whose versatility on the page rivals his dexterity onstage.
In the first section of the book, “Lies and Distortion,” Ribot turns his attention to his instrument—“my relation
to the guitar is one of struggle; I’m constantly forcing it to be something else”—and reflects on his influences,
while delivering an impassioned plea on behalf of artists’ rights. Elsewhere, we glimpse fragments of Ribot’s
life as a traveling musician—he captures both the monotony of touring as well as small moments of beauty
and despair on the road. In the heart of the collection, “Sorry, We’re Experiencing Technical Difficulties,” Ribot
offers wickedly humorous short stories that synthesize the best elements of the Russian absurdist tradition with
the imaginative heft of George Saunders. Taken together, these stories and essays cement Ribot’s position as
one of the most dynamic and creative voices of our time.
MARC RIBOT has released twenty-five albums under his own name over a forty-year
career, exploring everything from the pioneering jazz of Albert Ayler to the Cuban son of
Arsenio Rodríguez. Rolling Stone points out that “Ribot helped Tom Waits refine a new, weird
Americana on 1985’s Rain Dogs, and since then he’s become the go-to guitar guy for all kinds
of roots-music adventurers: Robert Plant and Alison Krauss, Elvis Costello, John Mellencamp.”
He has also performed on numerous film scores such as Walk the Line, The Kids Are All Right,
and The Departed.
Akashic controls worldwide rights; PDF available upon request
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The Partition
short stories by

DON LEE

A thrilling new story collection from acclaimed writer Don Lee
exploring Asian identity, spanning decades and continents.
BOOK DETAILS: 26 April 2022, 296 pages; short stories
COMP TITLES: Liars in Love by Richard Yates; Interior Chinatown by
Charles Yu
PREVIOUS LICENSING: Yellow (short stories) to: Korea; Country of Origin to:
Italy, Turkey, Japan, Israel, and Germany
HIGHLIGHTS: Don Lee is the author of six previous works of fiction, including
the short story collection, Yellow, which won the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction
from the American Academy of Arts and Letters and the Members Choice Award
from the Asian American Writers’ Workshop. Lee’s novels have also won numerous
awards.
“The Partition is flat-out brilliant: a witty, kaleidoscopic tear through questions of race and identity in America
today by a writer who has wrought luminous fiction from these issues for years. Don Lee’s collection offers vivid,
entertaining proof that ethnicity is never straightforward or easy—no matter who we are, or where we stand.”
—Jennifer Egan, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of A Visit from the Goon Squad
TWENTY-ONE YEARS AFTER THE PUBLICATION of his landmark debut collection Yellow, Don Lee returns
to the short story form for his sixth book, The Partition.
The Partition is an updated exploration of Asian identity, this time with characters who are presumptive
model minorities in the arts, academia, and media. Spanning decades, these nine novelistic stories traverse
an array of cities, from Tokyo to Boston, Honolulu to El Paso, touching upon transient encounters in local bars,
restaurants, and hotels.
Culminating in a three-story cycle about a Hollywood actor, The Partition incisively examines heartbreak,
identity, family, and relationships, the characters searching for answers to universal questions: Where do I
belong? How can I find love? What defines an authentic self?
DON LEE is the author of the story collection Yellow and the novels Country of Origin, Wrack
and Ruin, The Collective, and Lonesome Lies Before Us. He has received an American Book
Award, the Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature, and the Sue Kaufman Prize for First
Fiction. He lives in Baltimore with his wife, the writer Jane Delury, and teaches in the MFA
program in creative writing at Temple University in Philadelphia.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request.
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Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
Stories and Essays
by

Tim McLoughlin

An enthralling collection of short fiction and nonfiction that draw upon McLoughlin’s
three-decade career in the criminal justice system.
BOOK DETAILS: 1 March 2022; 200 pages; short stories & nonfiction essays
COMP TITLES: NYPD Red by James Patterson, The Collosus of New York by
Colson Whitehead
HIGHLIGHTS: Heart of the Old Country (McLoughlin’s debut novel) was licensed to the UK
(Canongate) and Italy (Marsilio) and won Italy’s Premio Penne award; Brooklyn Noir (edited
by McLoughlin) has been licensed to: Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, Korea, & Turkey

“Whether writing fact or fiction, McLoughlin does so with an ear to the street.
His Irish cops are as good as anything by Richard Price, and his essays about
New York City life are incomparable. Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms is to be
devoured in bite-sized bits but savored like a four course meal. Get this book!”
—T.J. English, author of Havana Nocturne
IN ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS, Tim McLoughlin draws upon his
three-decade career in the criminal justice system with his characteristic wit and his
fascination with misfits and malfeasance. A lifetime living and working in New York
City feeds short stories that evoke a landscape of characters rife with personal arrogance and misjudgment;
and nonfiction essays about toeing the line when the line keeps disappearing.
An opioid-addicted catsitter electronically eavesdrops on his neighbors only to hear devastating truths. A
degenerate gambler stakes his life on a long shot because he sees three lucky numbers on the license plate
of a passing car.
In the nonfiction essays, we learn that the system plays a role in supporting vice, as long as it gets a cut.
Altar boys compete to work weddings and funerals for tips in the shadow of predatory priests. Cops become
robbers, and a mob boss just might be a civil rights icon. McLoughlin shines a light on worlds that few have
access to. Always urban, often New York–centric, in his work a recurring theme is chronic displacement,
people standing still in a city that is always changing. These are McLoughlin’s ghosts, these casualties of
progress, and he holds them dear and celebrates them.
TIM McLOUGHLIN is the editor of the multiple award–winning anthologies Brooklyn Noir
and Brooklyn Noir 2, and coeditor of Brooklyn Noir 3. His debut novel, Heart of the Old
Country, was a selection of the Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers program, won
Italy’s Premio Penne award, and was the basis for the motion picture The Narrows, starring
Vincent D’Onofrio and Sophia Bush. His books have been published in seven languages
and his writing has appeared in the New York Times and Huffington Post, and has been
included in The Best American Mystery Stories. McLoughlin retired after working for thirty
years as a peace officer in the New York City criminal justice system.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request
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The Reluctant King
crime fiction by

K’wan

The King family is on the political rise in New York City, but must weather the
violent storm wrought by their darkest secrets.
BOOK DETAILS: 14 Sept. 2021; 240 pages; crime fiction
COMP TITLES: The Poet by Michael Connelly; The Coldest Winter Ever by Sister
Souljah
HIGHLIGHTS: K’wan is the best-selling author of numerous works of fiction. K’wan has
been featured in Time magazine, Entertainment Weekly, and on MTV and National
Public Radio.

“K’wan is exceptionally gifted at ratcheting up suspense . . . There’s no denying the
writer’s talent for dark, gritty fiction. It’s a page-turner.”
—Kirkus Reviews
MEET THE KINGS, one of the most influential families in New York City. In the
power circles of the movers and shakers, they are regarded as modern-day royalty.
A politically connected father, a socialite mother, and three promising children: they
look every bit the all-American family . . . but every family has secrets. Some darker than others.
Of all the children, Shadow is the least like the rest of the Kings. To call him soft wouldn’t be quite accurate,
but he lacks the leadership qualities of his older brother, Ghost, or the ruthless tendencies of his sister Lolli.
Shadow is just . . . Shadow. Instead of accepting his role in the “Monarchy” created by his father, Shadow
would rather spend his days chasing women and hanging out in the hood with his best friends, Fresh and Pain.
He is totally oblivious to the perils that come with his last name—until danger introduces itself.
On the night of their mother’s fiftieth birthday gala, their father, Chancellor, is set to announce his plans to
turn his political focus beyond his current position as a member of the city council. He has tasted the benefits
that come with holding office, and has the power and influence to make a serious run at climbing the political
ladder. The future is looking bright for the King family. That is, until the devil comes to claim his due, and
threatens to destroy everything Chancellor has worked to build. To survive the coming storm, each member of
the royal family will have to make a sacrifice, even those who are reluctant to wear the crown.
K’WAN is the best-selling, award-winning author of more than thirty novels, including the
wildly popular Animal series, Black Lotus, Black Lotus 2: The Vow, Gangsta, Road Dawgz,
Street Dreams, Hoodlum, and Section 8. He has been featured in Entertainment Weekly
and Time magazine. K’wan was the recipient of the 2012 and 2013 Street Lit Book Award
Medals (SLBAM) in adult fiction for Eviction Notice and Animal. His credits also include
featured commentary in the documentary Iceberg Slim: Portrait of a Pimp (produced by
Ice-T) as well as a recurring role as an analyst on TV One’s Celebrity Crime Files.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request
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Now Lila Knows
literary fiction by

Elizabeth Nunez

Caribbean professor Lila Bonnard arrives in Vermont for a short-term teaching
position and is forced to confront the terrible legacy of American (in)justice
BOOK DETAILS: 7 June 2022; 256 pages; literary fiction
COMP TITLES: An American Marriage by Tayari Jones, Such a Fun Age by
Kiley Reid, and The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
HIGHLIGHTS: Anna In-Between was licensed into Spanish (Viceversa); Not for Everyday
Use was licensed into French (Long Cours); Nunez has received numerous awards over the
years for her writing including: an American Book Award, a PEN Oakland Josephine Miles
Award, a Hurston/Wright Legacy Award in nonfiction, and a NALIS Lifetime Literary Award
from the Trinidad and Tobago National Library.

“Nunez is one of the finest and most necessary voices in contemporary American
and Caribbean fiction.”
—Colum McCann, author of Let the Great World Spin
“Nunez has always had the power to get to the essence of what makes human beings take right and wrong turns.”
—Edward P. Jones, author of The Known World
LILA BONNARD HAS LEFT HER ISLAND HOME in the Caribbean to join the faculty as a visiting professor at Mayfield College in a small Vermont town. On her way from the airport to Mayfield, Lila witnesses
the fatal shooting of a Black man by the police. It turns out that the victim was a professor at Mayfield
College, and he was giving CPR to a white woman who was on the verge of an opioid overdose. The two
Black faculty and a Black administrator in the otherwise all-white college expect Lila to be a witness in the
case against the police, but Lila fears that in the current hostile political climate against immigrants of color
she may jeopardize her position at the college by speaking out, and her fiancé advises her to remain neutral.
Now Lila Knows is a gripping story that explores our obligation to act when confronted with the unfair treatment of fellow human beings. A page-turner with universal resonance, this novel will leave readers rethinking
the meaning of love and empathy.
ELIZABETH NUNEZ is the award-winning author of a memoir and ten novels, four of
them selected as New York Times Editors’ Choices. Anna In-Between won the PEN Oakland Josephine Miles Award and was long-listed for an IMPAC Dublin International Literary
Award. Nunez also received the 2015 Hurston/Wright Legacy Award in nonfiction for Not
for Everyday Use; an American Book Award; and a NALIS Lifetime Literary Award from
the Trinidad and Tobago National Library. She is a cofounder of the National Black Writers Conference and executive producer of the CUNY-TV series Black Writers in America.
Nunez is a Distinguished Professor at Hunter College, where she teaches fiction writing. She
divides her time between Amityville and Brooklyn, New York.
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Bloody Crossroads 2020

Art, Entertainment, and Resistance to Trump
nonfiction by

Danny Goldberg

A deep dive into the role that mass-appeal movies, television, videos, and
music played in Donald Trump’s failed reelection campaign, including
brand-new interviews with some of the major players.
BOOK DETAILS: 2 November 2021; 280 pages; political science/popular culture
HIGHLIGHTS: Goldberg’s Serving the Servant: Remembering Kurt Cobain, was licensed
into Italian, German, Danish, Russian, Serbian, Bulgarian, Polish, and Croatian; In Search of
the Lost Chord was licensed to the UK (Icon).

“Bloody Crossroads 2020 is a riveting and thoughtful tour of the role artists played
in resisting the horrors of the Trump presidency. Danny Goldberg provides a bracing
and thorough recollection that is both a service and a reminder for artists to stay
engaged and awake. To counter those who continually tell me to ‘shut up and sing,’
I will buy a couple of crates of this book and get my marching boots polished. Thank
you, Danny, for reminding me how it went down, and where it might go.”
—Rosanne Cash
BLOODY CROSSROADS 2020 takes a deep dive into the role that mass-appeal movies, television, videos,
and music played in America’s political culture in the year of Donald Trump’s failed reelection campaign.
Trump’s ascension to the presidency in 2016 triggered an unprecedented level of engagement by artists and
performers amplifying a moral alternative to Trumpism. That level of engagement intensified with rare passion
and purpose in the period of 2020 chronicled herein—the Democratic primaries, the COVID-19 pandemic,
the aftermath of the murder of George Floyd, the conviction of sexual predator Harvey Weinstein, and the
2020 general election campaign—culminating in Trump’s failed insurrection.
Exhaustively researched, Bloody Crossroads 2020 draws from brand-new interviews with Bruce Springsteen,
John Legend, Rosanne Cash, David Simon, Adam McKay, Chuck D, David Corn, Eric Alterman, and many
more. It also explores the important political activities of entertainers like Stephen Colbert, Trevor Noah, Taylor
Swift, Cardi B, Alyssa Milano, Mark Ruffalo, Jane Fonda, Robert De Niro, Bette Midler, Steven Spielberg,
Spike Lee, Ava DuVernay, Dave Chappelle, Chris Rock, and Wanda Sykes.
Bloody Crossroads 2020 expertly dissects and celebrates how the empowering actions of artists and
entertainers helped a record turnout of everyday citizens realize a triumphant 2020 election.
DANNY GOLDBERG is the author of the acclaimed books How The Left Lost Teen Spirit,
Bumping into Geniuses, In Search of the Lost Chord: 1967 and the Hippie Idea, and Serving
the Servant: Remembering Kurt Cobain. He worked as a personal manager for Nirvana,
Bonnie Raitt, the Allman Brothers Band, and Sonic Youth, and was president of several
major record companies. He currently runs Gold Village Entertainment, a management
company whose clients include Steve Earle, Martha Wainwright, and the Waterboys.
Goldberg is former chair of the ACLU of Southern California, serves on the board of Public
Citizen, and frequently writes about politics and culture for the Nation.
Akashic controls world rights; PDF available upon request
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What I See

The Black Flag Photographs
of Glen E. Friedman

photographs by

Glen E. Friedman /

foreword by

Chuck Dukowski

A stunning collection of the most iconic photographs ever taken of Black Flag, along
with never-before-seen shots and a foreword by Chuck Dukowski
BOOK DETAILS: 5 April 2022; 2 pages; music/photography
COMP TITLES: Together Forever: The Run-DMC and
Beastie Boys Photographs by Glen E. Friedman
HIGHLIGHTS: Black Flag toured extensively throughout their career, including a European tour in 1983 that included shows in
the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Austria, Denmark, and
Switzerland; Black Flag are an extremely important influence to
bands such as Nirvana, Beastie Boys, Queens of the Stone Age,
and more

WHAT I SEE: THE GLEN E. FRIEDMAN PHOTOGRAPHS OF BLACK FLAG is an incredible compilation of
all of Friedman’s most iconic and recognizable images (from
1980 to 1983), of this seminal American punk band, as well
as over one hundred never-before-seen photos taken during
those phenomenal peak years in the group’s history.
The book includes a foreword by Chuck Dukowski, a
cofounder and bass player of Black Flag. From the streets around Black Flag’s single-room home base/office,
rehearsing for their first album, handing out flyers, wheat-pasting posters, driving for hours to a show and
returning the same night, house parties, clubs, to the big stage and the beach, Glen E. Friedman was there
with his heart, soul, and most importantly his camera. In What I See, he shares with us and inspires us with
these images that were made over an incredibly volatile three-year time span.
GLEN E. FRIEDMAN, one of the most important photographers of his generation, is known for his influential
and iconic images of rebellious artists from classic skateboarding, punk, and hip-hop cultures. Friedman has
produced over one hundred record covers, countless magazine pages, and almost a dozen books, including
DogTown: The Legend of the Z-Boys, Keep Your Eyes Open, My Rules, and Together Forever: The Run-DMC and
Beastie Boys Photographs. His work is now included in a number of notable international collections, including
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Smithsonian Institution.
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Launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir, the award-winning Akashic Noir Series features original noir
anthologies with each volume comprised of all new stories, each one set in a distinct neighborhood
or location within the respective city or locale. The series includes best-selling authors like Dennis
Lehane, Michael Connelly, and Joyce Carol Oates, as well as new, rising stars. With over 100 titles
now available, many of our international partners are finding success by publishing volumes local
to their publishing house alongside a selection of existing titles.
New additions to the series include: Addis Ababa Noir edited by Maaza Mengiste, Accra Noir edited by
Nana-Ama Danquah, and Belgrade Noir edited by Milorad Ivanovic, with Paris Noir: The Suburbs edited
by Hervé Delouche forthcoming in February 2022!

INTERNATIONAL ACQUISITIONS
o Africa: Cassava Republic: Accra, Addis Ababa, Lagos, Nairobi

o Italy: RCS-Fabbri: USA Noir

o Argentina (Spanish): Penguin Random House: Buenos Aires

o Japan: Futami: Manhattan

o Australia: Xoum: Sydney

o Malaysia: Buku Fixi: Tel Aviv

o Brazil: Casa da Palavra: Rio, USA, London, Paris, São Paulo

o Mexico (Spanish): Oceano: USA

o Brazil: Tabla: Baghdad, Beirut, Delhi, Istanbul, Marrakech,
Tehran

o Mexico (Spanish): Random House: Mexico City, Los Angeles

o Canada (French): Guy St.-Jean: Montreal
o Croatia: Durieux: Barcelona, Dublin, Istanbul, Rome, Stockholm, USA, Zagreb
o Czech Republic: Paseka: Prague
o Denmark: People’s Press: Brooklyn, Copenhagen
o Finland: Like: Helsinki, London

o Mexico (Spanish): Fondo de Cultura Economica: Baghdad
o Morroco (French): Marrakech
o Netherlands: Ambo Anthos: Amsterdam Noir
o Philippines: Anvil: Manila
o Poland: Claroscuro: Barcelona, Belfast, Brussels, Mexico City,
Moscow, Prague, Singapore, Stockholm, St. Petersburg,
Tel Aviv, Venice, USA

o France: Asphalte Éditions: Barcelona, Beirut, Brooklyn, Brussels,
Buenos Aires, D.C., Delhi, Haiti, Havana, London, Los Angeles, Marseille, Mexico City, Paris & Paris Noir: The Suburbs,
Rome

o Russia: Arabesque: London, Los Angeles

o France: Rivages: Boston

o Serbia: Belgrade, USA, Dublin, Istanbul, St. Petersburg

o Germany: CulturBooks: Berlin, Paris, USA

o Singapore: Monsoon Press: Singapore

o Greece: Fantastikos Kosmos: Brooklyn, Havana, Istanbul

o Spain: StorySide (AUDIO): Mexico City

o Hong Kong (English): Blacksmith: Hong Kong

o Spain: Edhasa: Barcelona

o Russia: Eksom: Moscow
o Russia: Atticus-Azbooka: St. Petersburg

o India: HarperCollins: Delhi, Mumbai

o Spain: Maresia: Rio

o Iraq (Arabic): Alca: Baghdad, Beirut, Marrakech, Pittsburgh

o Sweden: Bokfabriken: Stockholm

o Israel: Kinneret: Jerusalem, Tel Aviv

o Turkey: Everest: Brooklyn, Istanbul, London, Manhattan

o Italy: Alet: Brooklyn, D.C., Havana, Los Angeles, London,
San Francisco, Wall Street

o Turkey: Soyka Yayinlar: Beirut

o Italy: Metropoli d’Asia: Delhi

o UK: Cassava Republic: Accra, Addis Ababa, Lagos, Nairobi

THERE ARE OVER 100 IN-PRINT TITLES. ASK US FOR THE COMPLETE LIST.
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BRAZIL

KOREA

LAURA & JOÃO PAULO RIFF, RIFF AGENCY
AV. CALÓGERAS 6, SALA 1007
20030-070 RIO DE JANEIRO, RJ–BRASIL
TEL: 55-21-22876299, FAX: 55-21-22676393
E-MAILS: LAURA@AGENCIARIFF.COM.BR,
JOAOPAULO@AGENCIARIFF.COM.BR

AMO NOH, AMO AGENCY
#1108, 17 TEHERAN-RO 87-GIL, GANGNAM-GU
SEOUL 06169, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
TEL: 82-2-322-4160
E-MAIL: AMONOH@GMAIL.COM

LATIN AMERICA

CHINA & TAIWAN

ANDREA MONTEJO, INDENT LITERARY AGENCY
1123 BROADWAY, SUITE 716
NEW YORK, NY 10010
TEL: 646-918-7010, FAX: 347-581-9610
E-MAIL: ANDREA@INDENTAGENCY.COM

GRAY TAN, THE GRAYHAWK AGENCY
14F, NO.63, SEC.4, XINYI RD.
TAIPEI, 10684, TAIWAN
TEL: 886-2-27059321, FAX: 886-2-27059610
E-MAIL: GRAYHAWK@GRAYHAWK-AGENCY.COM

CZECH REPUBLIC (juvenile & YA only)
TEREZA PARIZKOVA, TWINKLE BOOKS AGENCY
PEKARSKA 490/11
779 00 OLOMOUC, CZECH REPUBLIC
TEL: 420-775-184-493
E-MAIL: TEREZA@TWINKLEBOOKSAGENCY.COM

WAMPE

NETHERLANDS

VEER, BLACKBIRD LITERARY AGENCY
PIETER DE HOOGHLAAN, 27
3741 RL BAARN, THE NETHERLANDS
TEL: 31-625129599
E-MAIL: B.LIT.AGENCY@GMAIL.COM

FRANCE

de

POLAND

VANESSA KLING, LA NOUVELLE AGENCE
7, RUE CORNEILLE
75006 PARIS, FRANCE
TEL: 33-1-43-25-85-60; FAX: 33-1-43-25-47-98
E-MAIL: VANESSA@LANOUVELLEAGENCE.FR

TOMASZ BEREZINSKI, GRAAL LITERARY AGENCY
PRUSZKOWSKA 29/252
PL 02-119 WARSZAWA, POLAND
TEL: 48-22-8952000, FAX: 48-22-8952001
EMAIL: TOMASZ.BEREZINSKI@GRAAL.COM.PL

GERMANY

SCANDINAVIA & ICELAND

SEBASTIAN RITSCHER, MOHRBOOKS LITERARY AGENCY
SEEFELDSTR. 303
CH-8008 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
TEL: 41-43-244-86-22, FAX: 41-43-244-86-27
E-MAIL: SALES@MOHRBOOKS.CH

ULF TÖREGÅRD, ULF TÖREGÅRD AGENCY AB
MEYERS PLAN 5
S-374 33 KARLSHAMN, SWEDEN
TEL: 46-454-84340
EMAIL: ULF@TOREGARDAGENCY.SE

GREECE

ELIZABETH SPANTIDAKI, THE BOOK PROJECT AGENCY
13 PLATONOS STR,
GLYFADA 16675, GREECE
TEL: 30-694-2595583
EMAIL: LYLLEE.SPANTIDAKI@GMAIL.COM

SPAIN, PORTUGAL, & CATALAN
TERESA VILARRUBLA THE FOREIGN OFFICE
C/ ROSSELLÓ 104, ENTL 2A
08029 BARCELONA, SPAIN
TEL: 34-93-321-4290
EMAIL: TERESA@THEFOREIGNOFFICE.NET

HUNGARY

NORBERT UZSEKA, LEX COPYRIGHT OFFICE
SZEMERE U. 21, 1054 BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
TEL: 36-1-332-9340, FAX: 36-1-331-6181
EMAIL: LEXCOPY@LEXCOPYRIGHT.HU

TURKEY

CANSU AKKOYUN, ANATOLIALIT AGENCY
CAFERAGA MAHALLESI, GUNESLI BAHCE SOK.
NO:48 OR.KO APT., B BLOK D:4
34710 KADIKOY- ISTANBUL, TURKEY
TEL: 90-216-700-1088, FAX: 90-216-700-1089
E-MAIL: C.AKKOYUN@ANATOLIALIT.COM

ISRAEL

GEULA GEURTS, DEBORAH HARRIS AGENCY
P.O. BOX 8528, 91083 JERUSALEM, ISRAEL
TEL: 972-2-5633237, FAX: 972-2-5618711
E-MAIL: GEULA@DHLITERARY.COM

ALL OTHER TERRITORIES

ITALY

JOHANNA INGALLS, AKASHIC BOOKS
232 THIRD ST., A115
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
TEL: +1 718-643-9193, FAX: +1 718-643-9195
E-MAIL: JOHANNA@AKASHICBOOKS.COM

MAURA SOLINAS, PIERGIORGIO NICOLAZZINI LIT. AGENCY
VIA G.B. MORONI, 22, 20146 MILANO, ITALY
TEL: 39-02-487-13365, FAX: 39-02 487-13365
E-MAIL: MAURA.SOLINAS@PNLA.IT

JAPAN

MIKO YAMANOUCHI, JAPAN UNI AGENCY
TOKYODO JINBOCHO NO. 2 BLDG., 5F,
1-27, KANDA JINBOCHO, CHIYODA-KU
TOKYO 101-0051, JAPAN
TEL: 81-3-3295-0301, FAX: 81-3-3294-5173
E-MAIL: MIKO.YAMANOUCHI@JAPANUNI.CO.JP
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